The use of hardware-based virtualization allows modern simulators to very quickly fast-forward between sample points and regions of interest. This dramatically reduces the simulation time compared to traditional functional forwarding. However, as the fast-forwarding takes place through virtualized execution on the native hardware, it is unable to warm simulated structures, such as caches. As a result, sampled simulations taking advantage of virtualization for fast-forwarding find their execution time dominated by functional warming.
INTRODUCTION
State-of-the-art computer-system architecture simulators (e.g., Gem5 [3] and MARSS [9] ) use hardware-based virtualization to rapidly fast-forward between samples [11] and phases/regionsof-interest [13] . This significantly speedup the simulation since virtualized forwarding can run at near-native processor speed and is therefore much faster than traditional functional forwarding (e.g., 2500× faster on an 2.8 GHz AMD Phenom processor). However, the simulated micro-architectural state belonging to the processor and caches is not updated during virtualized fast-forwarding. The caches and other components must therefore be warmed by a non-virtualized simulation mode before detailed simulation begins. As detailed sim- ulation is often very quick for large numbers of samples [14] , the result is that functional warming dominates the simulation time (70-90% of the simulation time in functional warming [11] ). To address the cost of functional warming, we present Adaptive Cache Warming (ACW), a new method that enable us to reduce the amount of time we spend in functional warming mode. Unlike traditional warming, where all samples conservatively use the same amount of cache warming, ACW dynamically adapts the amount of warming for each checkpoint/sample during simulation. The effect of tailoring warming to just what a sample needs is shown in Figure 1 for two applications and samples from SPEC2006 [6] . Traditionally, Conservative warming uses a fixed amount of warming for all samples that is set to ensure that the worst sample will produce accurate results (a typical value is 100M instructions of warming). However, this one-size-fits-all approach wastes simulation time since many applications, and even samples within an application, need much less warming than others 1 . To reduce the functional warming overhead, Adaptive Cache Warming (ACW) determines how much warming each sample needs during simulation. ACW enable the simulator to dramatically reThis work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution International 4.0 License. duce the amount of warming 2 . As a result, ACW speeds up the simulation by 92-103× (Adaptive vs. Conservative) depending on cache size (2-32MB).
To determine if the cache is warm enough, we use the optimistic and pessimistic IPC error heuristic proposed by Sandberg et al. [11] . This heuristic treats cache accesses that hit in un-warmed sets (cold-set misses) alternately as hits and misses, and uses this to determine the overall impact on the simulation of the current degree of warming. ACW then increases warming until we detect a sufficiently low IPC error estimate. To speed up the simulation further, ACW can trade-off some accuracy for more speedup. By allowing 0.05 IPC error, ACW can speed up the simulation further from 92-103× to 183-199× (2-32MB cache sizes).
Because ACW measures the effect of the current degree of warming and adjusts as needed, it automatically adapts to different conditions, such as cache size, prefetcher, sample, phase, and application. This is especially useful for HW/SW co-design, simulations of JIT compiled programs or memory system research, where storing memory system state with sampled checkpoints is not possible due to the changes on the program binary and/or the underlying simulated system, and where predicting the required warming for each change would be difficult.
We make the following contributions:
• A new method that dramatically reduces the amount of time spend on functional warming for simulators with virtualized fast-forwarding. This speeds up the simulation by 92-103×.
• A new method that enables the user to intuitively tradeoff some accuracy for faster simulation. By allowing 0.05 IPC error, we can speed up the simulation from 92-103× to 183-199×.
• We explore how much warming is needed for different last-level cache sizes (2-32MB), and show that ACW delivers excellent speedups and accuracy across different simulation setups.
ADAPTIVE CACHE WARMING
The goal of ACW is to minimize the amount of time the simulator spend doing functional warming. To do so, ACW needs to determine how much warming is needed for each sample during simulation. ACW accomplishes this through an iterative process that starts with a small amount of warming and increases it if our optimistic/pessimistic heuristic indicates too large an error due to cache warming. To do this efficiently, we leverage two techniques: hardware-based virtualization and optimistic/pessimistic error estimates.
Virtualization. Hardware-based virtualization enable us to fast forward at near-native execution speed. This dramatically changes where the simulator spends its time. Figure 2 shows two simulation samples for a sampled simulation (i.e., many short detailed simulation samples spread out over the whole application's execution). For PFSA and SMARTS, most of the instructions are executed in fast-forwarding mode, but since virtualized fast-forwarding runs at near native speed, most of the simulation time is spend on functional warming. Note that while we use the same SMARTS [14] -like approach used in pFSA [11] , our adaptive cache warming is applicable to any sample simulation approach that requires warming, such as SimPoint [13] , random sampling, etc. Sampled simulation uses multiple simulation samples [13, 14, 11] . Virtualized fast forwarding (A) can be used to rapidly move between samples without the need to store checkpoints, or when they cannot be stored due to HW/SW co-design. In sampled simulation, caches and other state are warmed using functional warming (B) before detailed simulation is performed to evaluate the sample (C). Although most instructions are executed in fast forwarding mode (I), most of the time is spent in functional warming (II) due to the near-native speed of virtualized fast-forwarding.
We leverage the speed of virtualized fast-forwarding to efficiently jump to different points to adjust the amount of warming. Figure 3 shows an overview of how ACW works. ACW first creates an in-memory checkpoint (implemented with a simple Unix fork) and fast-forwards to the minimum warming period 1 . ACW then warms the caches with functional warming 2 , and then does two detailed simulations to determine the optimistic and pessimistic results for that degree of cache warming 3 . If the error estimate is too large, ACW restarts from the in-memory checkpoint and tries again with increased warming ( 4 , 5 , 6 ). ACW continues until there is sufficient warming that the error estimate is below the target ( 7 , 8 , 9 ) . Note that doubling the warming at each step will incur the overhead of all the earlier warmings by the time it finds the appropriate warming.
Error Estimates. To determine if we have enough warming ( 3 too short, 6 too short, 9 right length), we use the optimistic and pessimistic error heuristic [11] . The idea is to perform two detailed simulations 1 with the same amount of functional warming: one for the pessimistic assumption that any cache miss due to insufficient warming would have been an actual miss with enough warming, and one for the optimistic assumption that misses due to insufficient warming would have been hits with enough warming. From these two simulations we can determine how much the current state of warming could impact the performance of our application.
To determine if a miss due to insufficient warming would have been a hit with enough warming, we track cold-set misses. We consider a set to be warm if all of its available cache line slots have been touched (e.g., all eight ways in an 8-way associative cache are used). A cold-set miss is therefore a miss to a set that still has untouched cache line slots. A miss on a cold set may contain the requested data if more warming was used. The optimistic simulation therefore treat the cold-set miss as a hit.
An important observation is that the cache only needs to contain data that is actually used during the detailed Adaptive Cache Warming is shown for three iterations of increasing cache warming. Virtualized fast-forwarding is used to move from an in-memory checkpoint (1) to 12.5M instructions away from the sample for functional warming (2), followed by detailed warming (3) . If the optimistic/pessimistic heuristic indicates too large an error, ACW uses virtualized fast-forwarding to restart from the previous in-memory checkpoint (4), fast forward to 25M instructions before the sample for a longer functional warming period (5) before detailed simulation (6) . This process continues until the error estimate is below the target error (7-9). The conservative approach (b) uses the same amount of warming for all samples whereas an Oracle (c) finds the shortest amount of warming without any searching.
simulation: warming for longer may fill other parts of the cache, but unless the sample touches those portions it will not affect the results. That is, cache occupancy is not a good metric to reduce the amount of warming since the cache does not have to be full to be warm enough for accurate simulation. Instead we want a metric that helps us measure whether we have the needed data in the cache.
Moreover, since the optimistic and pessimistic simulations give us an estimate of the maximum warming effect on the error, we can use them to increase simulation speedup by trading-off accuracy for reduced warming.
Summary. ACW uses hardware-based virtualization to cheaply test different functional warming periods, and it uses 3. RESULTS
Methodology
We implemented ACW in the gem5 simulator [3] . Table 1 shows the processor configuration. We evaluate three lastlevel cache sizes (L3): 2MB, 8MB, and 32MB. To evaluate the method, we use the SPEC2006 [6] benchmark suite. We use ten uniformly distributed checkpoints per application and input. We compare ACW with Conservative (all samples use 100M instructions functional warming since the amount of warming is set very conservatively such that the most demanding sample in the benchmark suite will not lose accuracy) and Oracle (the minimum amount of warming found using ACW without any search overhead). To evaluate the performance, we used simulation time from KVM-and functional simulation-based gem5 runs.
Gem5 Extensions
To support pessimistic and optimistic error estimates, we had to add functionality to track cold-set misses. To do so, we extend each cache set with a counter that determines how many "cold" cache lines the set contains. The counter is initialized equal to the cache's associativity and then decremented when data is installed. The cache set is thus warm when the counter reaches 0. A cold-set miss is handled differently depending on whether we are doing a pessimistic or optimistic simulation.
• Pessimistic: A cold-set miss is reported as a real miss (i.e., memory latency).
• Optimistic: A cold-set miss is viewed as present in the cache and reported as a hit (i.e., L3 hit latency). We implement this as a "prioritized" memory request, that fetches the data immediately from memory without any memory latency.
The output of these two simulations produce an error estimate where the optimistic IPC ≥ pessimistic IPC. The true IPC is somewhere in between. In our evaluation, we only consider the last-level cache (L3) since the lower level caches should be warm if the last-level cache is warm. Figure 4 shows the average amount of functional warming used by each application, for three different cache sizes (2, 8 , and 32MB), with an maximum error target of a 0.01 IPC deviation from Conservative. The figure also shows, Oracle (dark bars) and Conservative (light bars). Conservative shows the warming needed for the most demanding sample for the given cache sizes.
Adaptive Cache Warming
Overall, ACW adapts the functional warming to the different cache sizes and applications. This saves a significant amount of simulation time compared to Conservative 1 . Across all applications, ACW speeds up the simulation by 103×, 93×, and 92× for 2, 8, 32MB, respectively. The maximum speedup is 512×, which occurs when ACW and Oracle warm the same minimum amount (i.e., the right/minimum amount of warming is found in the first iteration). The speedup drops slightly with larger caches. This is to be expected since larger caches typically need more warming.
Note that there are some samples that need a lot more than 100M instructions warming. For example, zeusmp's samples are very cache sensitive, as almost none of the optimistic and pessimistic estimates converges when reaching the 100M maximum warming threshold 2 . We investigated this by warming the caches for up to 400M instructions. While almost all cache sensitive applications benefited from this (i.e., the number of samples that did not converge dropped from 94 to 17) there were still a few samples that needed more than 400M instructions to converge. Due to limited simulation time, we could not do "infinite" warming, i.e., where we warm the caches from the start of the application. Figure 5 shows the speedup as a function of simulation error. By tolerating more error, we can reduce the amount of warming further and speedup the simulation more. Note that the speedup includes overhead of the adaptive warming search (i.e., the extra time to find the right amount of warming). The accuracy is defined as the IPC difference between ACW and Conservative. We show the results for 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10 target IPC errors. An IPC error of 0.10 is high, but we include it to illustrate the trade-off between speedup and accuracy.
Speedup vs. Accuracy
As expected, the speedup increases as we allow more IPC deviation. For example, (6b: Demanding) moves up from 0× (0.01) to 55× (0.05) to 121× (0.10), (6d: Flexible) moves from 5× (0.01) to 23× (0.05). However, the average error remains relatively low even when we allow more error since only a subset of the applications can take advantage of the speedup vs. accuracy trade-off. For example, (6a: Tolerant) does not move and has a 161× speedup for all error targets.
Most samples fall below the target error 1 . However, in some cases the error is larger than the target error 2 . This happens when the assumption that more warming improves performance does not hold. Some samples benefit from less warming because of the complexity of out-of-order processors. We are still investigating why cache warming is not always a monotonically increasing function, and how ACW can address this issue.
Cache Warming Behavior
As we have seen in Figures 4 and 5 , different applications react differently to the amount of warming they receive. We have observed four different behavior: Tolerant, Demanding, Adaptable, Flexible. These are illustrated in Figure 6 and discussed below.
Tolerant (calculix). These samples are insensitive to cache warming and perform well with very little cache warming 1 . For Tolerant applications, Oracle and ACW use the same amount of warming and will show the highest possible speedup over Conservative since they always use the minimum amount of warming. Demanding (astar/lakes). In contrast, demanding samples need a lot of warming. For example, astar/lakes needs the full 100M warming 2 . Here, all three, Oracle, ACW and Conservative use the same amount of warming.
Adaptable (gemsfdtd). These samples have very different behavior depending on how much warming they receive. Too little warming and the IPC error is too large 3 , but very small error if they receive a little bit more warming 4 . Here, ACW is effective at finding the minimum amount of warming the application can tolerate.
Flexible (milc). The speedup changes gradually as a function of warming. These samples are good candidates for trading off some accuracy for more speedup. For example, if we allow only 0.01 IPC error (basically no error), ACW can reduce the amount of warming from 100M to 12M 5 . However, if we allow a small 0.05 IPC error, ACW can reduce the amount of warming further down to only 781k instructions 6 .
Summary
The results show that ACW significantly reduces the amount of warming, and it can improve the performance further by trading off some accuracy for more speedup. 
RELATED WORK
Sampled Simulation. Sampled simulation is used extensively to reduce simulation time, e.g., SMARTS [14] , or by the selection of representative samples, e.g., SimPoint needed [12, 13, 10] . The value of knowing which part of an application to simulate has even made its way into benchmarks, such as with PARSEC benchmark [2] , where the applications indicate the regions of interest themselves.
In all cases, sampled simulation requires that the simulation state is warm before collecting detailed statistics.
Warmup Methodologies. There have been many works on identifying the correct amount of warming. BLRL [4] counted reuse latencies in a simulation trace to statistically determine the amount of warming needed for each sample. This was extended by Lou et. al. [8] by keeping track of "coldstart accesses". This latter approach is similar to Sandberg's "cold-set misses", however it lacks the optimistic/pessimistic information which allows us to determine when to stop warming.
While these methods can accurately determine how much warming is needed, they assume an always-on warming methodology. This is helpful for determining a conservative warming bound for checkpoints which will be re-simulated many times if you cannot save the processor and cache state. Our approach assumes that we do not have always-on warming and need to dynamically adjust the warming, but that we do have very fast virtualized fast-forwarding, which allows us to cheaply simulate at different points in the execution.
Virtualization Use in Simulations. Throughout this paper, we have frequently used ideas presented by Sandberg et al [11] to leverage virtualization for fast-forwarding between samples and to find the right amount of warming. Virtualization has also been used by MARSS [9, 15] as well as in TQSIM [7] through QEMU [1] to execute applications and generate execution-and memory traces, whose performance can then be estimated. Recently, Hassani et all demonstrated LiveSim [5] , a framework that uses virtualization to store processor and system checkpoints in memory for rapid re-simulation of the same checkpoints. 
CONCLUSIONS
Today's computer architectural simulators spend most of their time doing functional warming. In this paper, we presented Adaptive Cache Warming (ACW). ACW determines during simulation time how much cache warming is needed for each simulation sample. It leverages hardware-based virtualization and optimistic/pessimistic error bounds to find the right amount of warming quickly. To obtain even greater speedups, ACW allows the user to trade accuracy for even faster simulation. Our results show that ACW speedups up the simulation by 92-103× on average (and 183-199× by trading off accuracy with a 0.05 IPC error) depending one cache size (2-32MB).
